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Table tennis parklet in a car-free road (source: City of Bielefeld)

CIVITAS-ReVeAL project:
an introduction
Goal: concretely support urban change management by assessing Urban Vehicle Access
Regulations (UVAR) and exploring and developing a standard range of urban mobility
transition approaches for cities across Europe

Different UVAR measures will be developed, implemented and
tested in Helmond (NL), Jerusalem (IL), London (UK), Padova
(IT), Vitoria-Gasteiz (ES) and Bielefeld (DE)

However,
an UVAR is not a one-size-fits-all

Scale
Changing goals
Stage of maturity
Political shifts
etc.

Range of possible futures (source: WSP)

The UVAR development process
a multiperspective exploration of possibilities
What?
Many different ways of achieving a similar aim are possible
•
•

UVAR development process helps find the right one for your city
herein, the development process is not linear, but co-creative, dynamic and interactive

The UVAR development process
some examples of ReVeAL building blocks

Schoolstreet Kortrijk (source: De Morgen)

Mobility credits Genoa, no longer active
(source: Civitas)

ULEZ London (source: Sunday Times)

Parklet Rotterdam (source: Humankind)

Congestion charge Milan (source: Eltis)

Dynamic traffic management system Hasselt
(source: be-mobile)

The UVAR development process
defining the strategy and reference situation
Pilot city
Building block category
Spatial interventions

Pricing measures

Pathways to ZEZ/LTZ

Future options

School street
Cycling street
Traffic filter
Removing parking/road
Cycle lane
Pedestrian street
Bus/tram priority lane
Woonerf
Congestion charge
Pollution charge
Parking charge
Traffic flow management
Urban logistics charge
Regulation by emissions
Regulation by vehicle type
Regulation by trip purpose
Scheme timescale
Regulation by permit
Regulation by other
Enablers
Indirect UVAR
Promote alternatives
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Existing (E), planned (P) and considered (C) UVAR measures in the six ReVeAL pilot cities
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The UVAR development process
co-creative UVAR development workshops

One or more workshops per city
- city representatives
- project partners
- other stakeholders: mobility, planning,
energy, environment, communication,
local police, local businesses, …
Selection, ranking and discussion on the
relevant building blocks
+ follow-up conversations between project
experts and relevant stakeholders

The UVAR development process
co-creative UVAR development workshops

Most relevant building blocks from the workshops in green (except for London)

The UVAR development process
co-creative UVAR development workshops

Supportive
mobility measures

The UVAR development process
co-creative UVAR development workshops
CS1

CS2

Bielefeld

Temporary pilot

Helmond

No cars allowed from the start
of the project

Jerusalem

Air quality scenario

London

Acceleration due to Covid-19
(stage 1)

Horseshoe as pedestrian zone with
Reallocation of all parking space
delivery concept
Cars are temporary allowed,
Cars are temporary allowed but
which turns into a permanent
managed, but phased into car-free
situation
Superblock scenario
Permanent restriction as
Access restrictions as
combination of vehicle access
experimental traffic order (stage 2,
restrictions and ZEZ for necessary
to be implemented soon)
exemptions (stage 3)
Very ambitious approach,
progressively building on strategy 1

Padua (center) Ambitious strategy
Padua (Guizza
Soft and temporary measures
district)
LEZ with spatial components
Vitoria-Gasteiz
and LTZ components

CS3

Hard and stable measures
LEZ with spatial components

Possible UVAR co-creative strategies for the pilot cities

The UVAR development process
evaluation and policy decision

Evaluation (impact and process):
Assessing the impacts on economy, energy, environment,
society and transport
Importance of complementary measures
Assessing the UVAR development process

Policy support for the pilot city:
Tested within ReVeAL
Many similarities to the SUMP process

 holistic methodology for guiding cities through implementation and
evaluation of UVAR strategies
 feeds into the ReVeAL Decision support tool for cities outside of ReVeAL

Take aways:
some conclusions
Been found really useful by pilot cities, bringing together departments into a
joint process, as opposed to suggestions from one department, followed by
reactions and resistance from others
• Gathering all stakeholders together for the UVAR process is crucial in discussing the
possibilities and needed compromises = the most important step in the exercise was
engaging in a dialogue
• Colleagues were keen to continue the discussion (follow up workshops)
• Participants evolved in their thinking during the workshop => the exercise supported
unity in decision making, and a willingness to be (better) involved with the yet harder
step of implementation
• Good preparation (e.g., preparation of the methodology, accounting for language
barriers, etc.) gave better outputs

Take aways:
some lessons learned
• The building block long list with descriptions and definitions should be translated to
the local context, habits, rules and language of the participating cities
• Not all stakeholders have the same knowledge, views and perspectives
=> important to manage these differences
• Impact assessment is difficult and confusing: what scale? What type of impacts? …
• The city’s aims need to be clear
• The selection of scenarios (as building block combinations) follows a different
process for different cities
• Making choices is often not easy
• The BBs open up other options, not previously considered – particularly SI (often
not considered UVARs), either as complementary measures, or
additional/alternative UVARs
• UVAR development takes time => it is an on-going process

Follow up:
Translating the methodology into a guidance document

Watch out for our ReVeAL UVAR
Guidances when they arrive!
Subscribe to our newsletter
Visit our website

